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Now in our fifth big year, we can’t wait to welcome you to JTCOz 2020! It is sure to be a sell out once again so plans 

are underway to ensure that as many young Australian musical theatre lovers (yes, that includes you) can join in the 

celebration.  

JTCOz is always full of surprises and provides opportunities to grow, learn and be inspired.  Whether you have been 

before or if you are a brand new group, the Junior Theatre Celebration Australia will be a journey you will never 

forget. As you prep your Broadway JR. show and begin making your logistical arrangements, our OzTheatrics team 

are busily confirming the full program of activities, our special guests and adjudicators, coordinating New Works 

Showcase groups, getting the venue ready, creating the schedules for all our different groups, and also securing 

another Pilot program title (we can’t wait  to tell you what it is) to make sure JTCOz 2020 is taking things up a notch!  

Your JTCOz journey starts right here. As the event grows we have made a few tweaks and adjustments to help things 

run smoothly, so even if you have been all four years, we strongly encourage you to find a quiet spot with a cup of 

tea, sit back in your comfy chair and read through everything in this pack, which will be your roadmap on how to get 

the most out of your JTCOz experience in Newcastle. 

We can’t wait to see you in October 2020,  

              Kind regards, 

             Your JTCOz Team 
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1. READ EVERYTHING IN THIS PACKET  
 

This pack will give you all the information you need to help prepare for the 2020 Junior Theatre Celebration Australia 
(JTCOz).  
 

2. SELECT YOUR SHOW  
 
Choose the show your group will be performing for adjudication. Any MTI Broadway JR. or KIDS Collection show                  
licensed by your group between 2019 and 2020 is eligible for adjudication at JTCOz 2020. If you want to present a                     
show you haven’t licensed before, you will need to contact your MTI Australasia representative to get the                 
performance license and materials.  
 

3. DISTRIBUTE CHAPERONE AND PARENT LETTERS  
 
These letters are located in the back of this information pack. The first, a letter for your chaperones, details their                    
responsibilities while at the festival. The second, an informational letter for the parents of your students, describes                 
what their children will experience at JTCOz and what parents should expect if they attend as chaperones.  
 

4. COMPLETE YOUR ONLINE GROUP REGISTRATION  
 
Group registration is totally online! To apply for a place at JTCOz 2020 complete the online Group Registration Form                   
on our website www.oztheatrics.com. For an application to be complete we also require payment of your                
non-refundable $350 (Including GST) Group Registration Fee. If your group is not successful in securing a place you                  
will not be charged or a refund will be available. Your application will not be accepted once the event sells our or if                       
your forms are not completed properly.  
 

5.  GROUP PARTICIPANTS 
 
Remember, every person attending the festival must be registered with a group. This includes parents, siblings,                
friends and anyone else who wants to watch your students perform. Please make this very clear to your cast and                    
their parents as we are no longer able to add extra people later if they change their mind after you have submitted                      
your final group forms. Once we receive all of your completed forms and payment, we will assign your group an                    
adjudication time, your specific workshops, and your seats in the Civic Theatre for the duration of the event. This                   
means, the earlier you send your completed material, the better seats you will have.  
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6. MAKE YOUR TRAVEL ARRANGEMENTS  
 
Groups attending the festival are responsible for making their own travel, lodging and food arrangements. The more                 
arrangements you make now, the happier you will be come time for the event.  
 

7. COME TO NEWCASTLE AND SIGN-IN  
 
At JTCOz Sign-in on the Friday, you will receive all of your materials, your official JTCOz Program, group t-shirts and                    
wristbands. To expedite JTCOz Sign-In, you should arrive at least 30 mins prior to the time so as you have enough                     
time to get organised. Group Directors should come to the Info Booth for Sign-in with one other teacher to help                    
carry t-shirts. You should make sure your group and all participants meet you after Sign-in so you can distribute your                    
t-shirts and wristbands. Once everyone has their wrist band, you will all be permitted to enter the Civic Theatre for                    
the Pilot presentation and access all other event activities. There is also a Director’s Welcome Reception for new and                   
returning group directors straight after Sign-In.  
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LODGING & ACCOMMODATION 
Although lodging and accommodation is not provided by JTC Australia, we can help you find appropriate                
accommodations. There are a few Hotels nearby within walking distance of the Civic Theatre (approx 5 mins or less                   
walk). These are: 
 
Crowne Plaza Newcastle (4.5 star) 
Address: Cnr Merewether St & Wharf Rd, Newcastle NSW 2300 
Phone: (02) 4907 5000 
 
CBD Hotel (3.5 star) 
Address: 471 Hunter St, Newcastle NSW 2300 
Phone: (02) 4929 2274 
 
Quest Newcastle Apartment Hotel (4 star) 
Address: 575 Hunter St, Newcastle West NSW 2302 
Phone: (02) 4928 8000 
 
ibis Newcastle (3.5 star) 
Address: 700 Hunter St, Newcastle NSW 2300 
Phone: (02) 4925 2266 
 
The Clarendon Hotel (4 star) 
Address: 347 Hunter St, Newcastle NSW 2300 
Phone: (02) 4907 6700 
 
The following are a little bit further. Still walking distance but more like a 10/15 minute walk. 
 
Travelodge Hotel Newcastle (3.5 star) Novotel Newcastle Beach (4 star) 
Address: 12 Steel St, Newcastle NSW 2302 Address: 5 King St, Newcastle NSW 2300 
Phone: (02) 4926 3777 Phone: (02) 4032 3700 
 
Quality Apartments City Centre Newcastle (3.5 star) 
Address: 111 Scott St, Newcastle NSW 2300 
Phone: (02) 4040 1200 
 
Quality Hotel NOAH’S On The Beach (4 star) 
Address: Shortland Esplanade & Zaara St, Newcastle East NSW 2300 
Phone: (02) 49295181 
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Please be aware, while some hotels in this picture are in walking distance of the Civic Theatre, walking or coach                    

transfer times may vary, so please plan accordingly.  

MEALS  
Groups are responsible for arranging their own breakfasts, lunch, dinners and snacks. There are a number of food                  
options in close vicinity to the Civic Theatre, including sit-down restaurants and cafes on nearby Darby Street,                 
however, we encourage you to bring your own lunch as most places will not be equip to deal with a large number of                       
customers in a short period of time. In order for us to jam as much into your JTCOz experience we have allocated                      
specific windows of time for lunch and we cannot wait for your group to return from lunch. We need to keep the                      
program rolling. Breakfast and dinner options are entirely up to each group where necessary. 
 
TRAVEL  
The entire event will take place at the Civic Theatre and City Hall in Newcastle. Each group is responsible for their                     
own transportation to and from the Civic Theatre complex. Parking is limited and there are parking metres so be sure                    
to bring your change and check the parking metres every two hours to ensure you don’t get fined. Be sure to check                      
the street signs for exact parking time frames. Coach drop off and pick up can occur out the front of Wheeler Place,                      
which is next to the Civic Theatre on Hunter Street. There is also a convenient free public bus that travels along King                      
Street and Hunter Street every ten minutes. There is no convenient form of public transportation between the                 
Newcastle airport and the Civic Theatre or Newcastle CBD, so make your travel arrangements in advance.  
 
CELEBRATION SIGN-IN  
Celebration Sign-In will take place within the foyer of the Civic Theatre at the Info Booth. You will be able to enter                      
through the main entrance off Wheeler Place. Civic Theatre will be open on Friday 30th October from 3:00pm. To                   
expedite the sign-in process, please arrive with plenty of time to spare. It will take approximately 15 minutes for you                    
to complete JTCOz Sign-in and you can come at any time between 3:00pm and 5:00pm. Bring one director and at                    
least one other adult to the sign-in table where you will receive all festival materials including your official schedules,                   
t-shirts and wristbands. Professional Development participants may sign in at this time also. There will be a                 
dedicated table and JTC representative to sign in all of our professional development participants. 
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WHAT IS ADJUDICATION?  
Each group presents up to ten minutes of a Broadway JR. or KIDS Collection show for a small panel of professional                     
theatre artists (aka adjudicators) and other festival attendees. Before your specific performance, your group is given                
approximately twenty minutes to warm up in a separate room. Following the presentation, adjudicators talk directly                
to the student performers, highlighting specific impressive areas of the presentation and also offering constructive               
feedback to encourage further growth. Following your adjudication and feedback session, your cast and creative               
team will be escorted to another room for a moderated discussion about what they experienced and how they                  
interpreted the adjudicator comments. This discussion time is a great chance for students to reflect and celebrate                 
their accomplishments.  
 
ADJUDICATION RULES AND GUIDELINES  

● Four (4) drama blocks will be provided. The only other set pieces allowed are chairs. For safety, no one is                    
allowed to stand on these chairs.  

● No costumes, make-up, set pieces or props are allowed. The only exception is small hand props that are                  
ESSENTIAL to the choreography. For example, mugs for the tavern dance in Disney’s Beauty and the Beast JR.                  
are acceptable. A mask for the Beast or books for Belle are not.  

● Your performance space will be approximately 8m x 6m. There will be some offstage space on both stage left                   
and right, but there are no curtains and no back cross-over space.  

● Groups should wear either their own production t-shirts, drama blacks or pod colour t-shirts for their                
presentation.  

● Performers must wear shoes at all times.  
● Groups must provide their own accompaniment CD/iPod and operator. You will be allowed to approach the                

mixing desk and PA once the previous group has finished and left the space.  
● Microphones are not available.  
● Everyone in the Adjudication Room must be a registered participant with your group. Parents and/or guests                

of performers are also classified as participants at JTCOz and will not be admitted to any performance if they                   
are not registered with a group and wearing a wrist band. 

● Please read the adjudication rubric to refresh the rules. 
● You are not allowed to rearrange the order of songs for your piece. They must be performed in the order in 

which they occur in the show. 
● You are not permitted to add any dialogue.  
● You are not permitted to add additional music or theme music. (eg. do not add TV theme songs)  
● You adjudication piece needs to be no longer than 10 minutes. Make sure you time your piece before hand 

and are well rehearsed. Be sure to allow time for transitions and laughter. All of this must be factored into 
your 10 minutes. 
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IF YOU HAVE TWO GROUPS...  
● Each group must present a different Broadway JR. title and have obtained a full Showkit and license to                  

present each of the titles within the timeframe guidelines.  
● Each group must register separately. This means two separate registration forms and two $350              

nonrefundable registration fees. 
● Each group will be allocated to different adjudication categories and pods. 
● Each group must have a minimum of 30 participants. This number can include students, directors,               

chaperones and any additional family or friends. With a minimum of 20 students inclusive. 
● Each group must have a different primary contact. 
● Each group must have a completely different creative team (includes director, choreographer and music              

director).  
● Each group must have a different set of chaperones. 
● Each group must have their own cast. No student can perform in both productions. 

 
Remember, groups from the same organization will be placed in different adjudication pods and student workshops                
and will be unable to watch each other perform during adjudication.  
 
SELECTING YOUR TEN MINUTES  

1. Choose Your Musical. Any MTI Broadway JR. or KIDS Collection show licensed by your group between 2019 and 

2020 is eligible for adjudication at JTCOz 2020.  

2. Narrow Down the Scenes and Songs. You do not have to select one sequential ten minutes of your show, but                     

make sure you select material that your students feel confident performing.  

3. Honour the Author’s Intent. You are not allowed to add lines, change the order of songs, add characters, or in any                      

way, change the intent of the piece.  

4. Make Sure You are Telling a Story. While it is impossible to tell the whole story in ten minutes, make sure you                       

select scenes and songs that highlight your students’ ability to tell a story.  

5. Ask The Following Questions. When you think you have a good ten minute selection, read it aloud and ask                    

yourself the following questions:  

* Is there a story being told? (Does your selection have a beginning, middle and end?)  

* Is there a good balance between solos and group numbers, scenes and dialogue?  

* Does your selection allow the students to shine and feel confident?  

6. Read The Adjudication Rules and Guidelines. Read the information on the previous to make sure your                 

presentation can be accomplished without breaking any of the JTCOz rules.  

WHAT THE ADJUDICATORS ARE LOOKING FOR  
Our adjudicators believe that engaging storytelling is the key to a good performance. Standout student performers                
are connected to the words, know why their characters are singing or dancing and are appropriately expressive in                  
their presentation. These attributes are more important than being able to do a perfect triple pirouette with no                  
connection to the story. For more detailed information, check out the JTC Australia 2020 Adjudication Rubric. This                 
rubric will be completed by each adjudicator and these forms will be mailed to the director approximately one                  
month after the Celebration.  
 
WATCHING THE OTHER PERFORMANCES  
Students will have the opportunity to watch a number of other groups perform. This is their chance to discover other                    
shows and support their peers. Your group’s individual schedule will clearly detail which performances your group                
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will be watching. Failure to attend these performances and be a supportive audience will affect your group’s                 
adjudication score. 
 

ADJUDICATION TIPS FROM OUR JTC ADJUDICATORS 

1. Mix it up. Don’t choose all up-tempo songs or all ballads. A heartfelt scene or song is just as inspiring and                     
entertaining as a large group dance number.  

2. Plan a 9 minute presentation, rather than a full ten minutes, to ensure you don’t go over time. Remember,                   

you are performing live. There will be laughter and you will want to hold for applause. Also, you don’t want                    

to be penalized for performing too long.  

3. Rehearse your presentation in an 8m (wide) x 6m (deep) area to give your students an approximate idea of                   

how much room they will have when they perform. Set up your rehearsal space to allow your students to                   

rehearse as they will perform at the festival.  

4. Focus on your actors. Without costumes or scenery, your students’ bodies, faces, and voices become even                

more essential to the clarity of the storytelling.  

5. Encourage students to be attentive and to engage audience members by giving them something to watch for                 

in each of the performances. In any spare time, find out what they learned from watching the other groups                   

or an element of one performance they specifically enjoyed.  

6. Read the Adjudication Rubric on the next page to see exactly what the adjudicators are going to be looking                   

for in your presentation.  
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ADJUDICATION RUBRIC 
Group Name: Show Title:  
Adjudicator: 
Start Time: End Time:  
 
1. General (25%) 
Overall: Overall impression 1 2 3 4 5 
Ensemble: Performers work together as a team 1 2 3 4 5 
Commitment: Committed in all aspects 1 2 3 4 5 
Transition: Effectively used throughout 1 2 3 4 5 
Pacing: Intentional and appropriate 1 2 3 4 5 
 Sub-Total  
 
2. Music (25%) 
Storytelling: Story and emotion conveyed through singing 1 2 3 4 5 
Intonation: Intonation (pitch) is accurate 1 2 3 4 5 
Diction: Lyrics are understandable 1 2 3 4 5 
Precision: Rhythms and cut-offs are accurate 1 2 3 4 5 
Expression: Vocal variety and dynamics used throughout 1 2 3 4 5 
 Sub-Total  
 
3. Dance (25%) 
Storytelling: Story and emotion conveyed through movement and choreography 1 2 3 4 5 
Style: Appropriate to the setting and themes 1 2 3 4 5 
Execution: Performed cleanly and precisely 1 2 3 4 5 
Variety: Variety in tempo, style and pattern 1 2 3 4 5 
Creativity: Imaginative and interesting choreography 1 2 3 4 5 
 Sub-Total  
 
4. Acting (25%) 
Storytelling: Story and emotion conveyed through dialogue 1 2 3 4 5 
Objective: Actions are motivated 1 2 3 4 5 
Characterization: Characters developed are appropriate to the story 1 2 3 4 5 
Physicality: Face and body are connected 1 2 3 4 5 
Articulation: Dialogue is heard and understood 1 2 3 4 5 
 Sub-Total  
 
Bonus 
"Wow Factor": Performance transcends and inspires (Up to 3 pts.)   

 

Penalties: 
Overtime: Minus 1 pt. for every 15 seconds over allotted 10 minutes  

 
 

Total Points 

 
Behaviour: Minus up to 5 pts. for inappropriate behaviour as audience members  
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OTHER PROGRAMS 
 
PILOT WORKSHOP PROGRAM  
As an extension of the Junior Theatre Celebration Day, the Pilot program includes a week-long workshop for selected                  

students. Students in the program will work with New York directors and choreographers to workshop a new                 

Broadway JR. musical. Dialogue, music and choreography will be workshopped and tested on these young               

performers to ensure the musical works and is suitable to be performed by young musical theatre performers. The                  

workshops will culminate in a staged presentation of the script and music.  

Groups who have registered for the Junior Theatre Celebration Australia will be invited to nominate four students for                  

the program. The 2020 Pilot program will take place at the Civic Theatre Newcastle, October 26 to 30. The cost of the                      

week-long Pilot program is $600 + GST per student (see separate email for Pilot registration information). 

AUSSIE BROADWAY JUNIOR AMBASSADORSHIP  
The Australian Broadway Junior Ambassadorship presented by Travel Gang is an all-expense paid trip to Broadway                

and the Junior Theatre Festival in Atlanta, complete with professional development, performances and celebrations.              

Sponsored by Travel Gang and Music Theatre International Australasia, the program is designed to offer world class                 

international professional development to the individual recipient and to enhance his or her musical theater               

program within their organisation back here in Australia. 

Each organization bringing student participants to the 2020 OzTheatrics Junior Theater Celebration Australia may              

nominate one (1) of their teachers, directors, choreographers, music directors, or technical staff members. This               

individual must be an integral part of the organization’s artistic team, have at least three consecutive years of                  

experience with the organization, and must be over 21 years of age. All shortlisted applicants must attend JTCOz                  

2020 and need to be available for a phone interview to be held in August. The winner is announced live on stage at                       

the Closing Ceremony in Newcastle. (see “Final Group Forms” for Ambassadorship nomination information). 

AUSSIE ALL STARS AUDITIONS  
We hold auditions for an elite ensemble of 40 Aussie students to travel, as a group, during the 2022 January School                     

Holidays with Music Theatre International Australasia and OzTheatrics to New York, where they will be exposed to                 

auditions, Broadway performers, Broadway shows and a week-long rehearsal intensive where they will learn the               

choreography and music to a Broadway JR. title which will then be presented in Atlanta at the Junior Theatre Festival                    

where there will be more than 6000 musical theatre lovers from all over the world waving more than 12,000 jazz                    

hands! Then on the way home, our Aussie All Stars will stop off in Hollywood and for a special guest performance at                      

Universal Studios. Then to top it all off we visit the happiest place on earth…Disneyland! 

The program is designed to not only offer unprecedented performance and growth opportunities for young Aussie                

musical theatre stars, but also for them to build lifelong friendships with other like-minded performers from all over                  

the country. For students to be offered a spot in the Aussie All Stars you will need to make sure: 

● They are a registered participant with a group attending JTCOz 2020. 

● They can be nominated by their director or a member of their creative team. 

● They can attend our Aussie All Stars auditions on the Friday night at JTCOz 2020. 

● They hold a valid passport or are willing to organise one asap should they be offered a place. 

● You have had a discussion with the nominated student’s parent/s about what is involved and what it means                  

should they be offered a place as an Aussie All Star. 

(see “Final Group Forms” for Aussie All Star audition nomination information). 
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Here is a checklist to keep you on track for JTC Australia 2020. Post it on a bulletin board or wall, anywhere you look                        

each day to keep you on track.  

□     Read this info pack thoroughly. 

□     Complete the online JTCOz 2020 Group Registration Form and make payment of $350. 

□     Distribute Parent and Chaperone letters. 

□      Confirm exact number of people (students, teachers and chaperones) attending with your group. 

□ Distribute & collect Video/Photo Release Forms to everyone attending (This includes students, directors,              

chaperones, family members, etc.). See below! 

□     Collect participation fees from everyone attending which is $80 + GST per person  

□     Complete your Final Group Forms and make your payments online. 

□      Organize your meals, housing, and travel  

□ Please note that as of 2020 no additional names of parents or students will be able to be added to your group                       

after this date. Please make this clear to your students and parents.  

 

 

NO REGISTRATIONS OR PAYMENTS  WILL BE ACCEPTED AFTER  AUGUST 24, 2020 
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Dear Junior Theatre Festival Chaperones,  

JTC Australia 2020 brings together kids from all over Australia to celebrate musical theatre. And we couldn’t do it                   

without chaperones like you! Your assistance will truly make a difference for the students in your group. And by the                    

way, you are going to have an incredible experience too!  

We care about student safety. Therefore, your main responsibility is to make sure there are chaperones with your                  

students at all times. There must be one chaperone per every four students at all festival events. If you have more                     

chaperones than are necessary, that is wonderful! Consider creating a schedule so each of you can take a break                   

when needed.  

When the director of your group comes to Celebration Sign-In, he or she will receive a packet of schedules, detailing                    

the exact times and locations of each event specific to your group for the entire weekend. This will clarify where you                     

and your group need to be at all times. Make sure to take a photo on your phone of all the important pages in the                         

program so you know where to be and when.  

Chaperones must be with students during all aspects of adjudication (including warm-up, performance, discussion              

and photos), lunch, student workshops, and the Showcase Awards Ceremony. You do not need to chaperone                

students who attend the JTCOz All-Star rehearsals and Aussie All Star auditions, although you are welcome to walk                  

your students to these events.  

Other responsibilities include making sure your students put their best foot forward all weekend and are respectful                 

throughout the festival as both participants and audience members.  

While awards are a part of the Junior Theatre Celebration Australia, this is not a competition. Anything you can do to                     

encourage celebration over competition assists in creating a positive atmosphere and a successful JTCOz.  

And lastly, please be supportive of your group’s creative team. Many times while you are chaperoning, your creative                  

team will be attending receptions, workshops and training. For them to get the most out of these opportunities, it’s                   

important they know their kids are representing them and their community well. This training helps them create a                  

stronger musical theatre program in your community. You are all working together to create a positive and                 

incredible experience for your students that will follow you home. Don’t forget to thank your creative team and                  

fellow chaperones with a bottle of water, words of encouragement or a pat on the back.  

Thank you for making this commitment and ensuring that JTCOz 2020 is a smashing success. We look forward to                   

seeing you in October.  

All the best,  

   

Daniel Stoddart and Shane Bransdon - Junior Theatre Celebration Australia Event Producers 
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Dear Parents and Guardians,  

Thank you for sending your children to the Junior Theatre Celebration Australia 2020. JTCOz is the only celebration of                   

young people performing musical theatre in Australia, and your child is in for the experience of a lifetime. At the                    

celebration, he or she will:  

● Perform in front of and receive feedback from theatre professionals  

● Meet new friends from all over the country  

● Sing, dance and act his or her way through student workshops  

● See showcase performances of brand new shows  

● Take in pearls of theatre wisdom from our special guests  

The schedule is jam-packed with activities to keep brains active, feet moving and put smiles on their faces. Oh, and                    

they’ll probably be exhausted when they come home! 

If you plan on attending JTC Australia, remember you must be registered with your child’s group. You may not                   

register separately. Your registration includes an all-access pass to the celebration.  

Your group’s chaperones, creative team, and students have specific duties, a fast-paced schedule and events they                

need to attend. Go ahead and take advantage of all the festival has to offer and rest assured your child is busy and                       

having a great time.  

While awards are a part of the Junior Theatre Celebration Australia, this is not a competition. Anything you can do to                     

encourage celebration over competition assists us in creating a positive atmosphere and a successful JTCOz.  

JTCOz is a one-of-a-kind event here in Australia and we can’t wait for October to get here! From musical theatre                    

celebrities to theatre education professionals to the amazing students that travel from all over the country, JTCOz is                  

sure to be an unforgettable experience. And we know it’s thanks to parents like you, who work tirelessly to ensure                    

your child experiences the transformative power of the arts!  

All the best,  

    

Daniel Stoddart and Shane Bransdon Junior - Theatre Celebration Australia Founders 
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